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Abstract

Weakly-supervised text classification aims to
train a classifier using only class descriptions
and unlabeled data. Recent research shows that
keyword-driven methods can achieve state-of-
the-art performance on various tasks. How-
ever, these methods not only rely on carefully-
crafted class descriptions to obtain class-
specific keywords but also require substantial
amount of unlabeled data and takes a long time
to train. This paper proposes FastClass, an
efficient weakly-supervised classification ap-
proach. It uses dense text representation to
retrieve class-relevant documents from external
unlabeled corpus and selects an optimal sub-
set to train a classifier. Compared to keyword-
driven methods, our approach is less reliant
on initial class descriptions as it no longer
needs to expand each class description into a
set of class-specific keywords. Experiments
on a wide range of classification tasks show
that the proposed approach frequently outper-
forms keyword-driven models in terms of clas-
sification accuracy and often enjoys orders-of-
magnitude faster training speed.

1 Introduction

Text classification is one of the most used tech-
niques in mining large-scale unstructured text.
When sufficient labeled data are available, super-
vised classification techniques can achieve excel-
lent performance. However, manually labeling
example documents can be time-consuming and
labor-intensive, a major burden when applying su-
pervised text classification techniques in practice.

Recently, weakly-supervised text classifica-
tion (Meng et al., 2018, 2019, 2020; Mekala and
Shang, 2020; Shen et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2021;
Zhang et al., 2021) has been proposed to save la-
beling efforts. It refers to the ability for a machine
learning model to start classifying documents by
using only class descriptions and unlabeled data.
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Since weakly-supervised text classification meth-
ods do not rely on any labeled data, it can greatly
reduce the workload of data labeling. Therefore,
these methods are desirable in real-world text min-
ing applications.

The current mainstream weakly-supervised text
classification methods are keyword-driven (Meng
et al., 2018, 2019, 2020; Mekala and Shang, 2020;
Shen et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2021; Zhang et al.,
2021), where the users need to carefully choose
initial class-relevant keywords for each class. Such
keywords are expanded into a richer set of key-
words, which are then used to assign pseudo-
labels on unlabeled data. The critical step of these
keyword-driven methods is the choice of initial
class-relevant keywords and the subsequent key-
word expansion strategy, which determines the
quality of pseudo-labeled documents.

However, if the user’s initial choice of class de-
scriptions is ambiguous or brief, then the results
of keyword expansion will be negatively impacted.
Ideally, the user can provide initial class descrip-
tions that are beneficial to keywords expansion.
However, in reality, the quality of class descriptions
is not guaranteed. Early research often artificially
modifies original class descriptions to improve the
quality of the initial keywords (Chang et al., 2008).
In sentiment classification tasks, “positive” and
“negative” class descriptions have to be replaced by
“good” and “bad”, which are easier for keywords
expansion (Meng et al., 2020).

Previous weakly-supervised methods also face
the common problem of fully supervised methods.
That is, model performance depends on the amount
of (unlabeled) data available. Widely used classi-
fication datasets in research literature often have
high-quality class descriptions and sufficient unla-
beled data. However, weakly-supervised classifica-
tion methods are most needed in the early stage of
practical text mining tasks, where practitioners are
not ready to invest vast amounts of efforts in data



labeling or computing resources in model training.
In this stage, class descriptions can be crude and
even unlabeled data can be scarce (e.g., classifying
text related to an emerging event).

As we will show in our experiments, the in-
creasingly sophisticated keyword-driven weakly-
supervised methods require increasing amount of
computing resources and time in model training,
and yet the resulting performance benefits can be
minimal. This is concerning given the recent rec-
ommendation on Green AI (Schwartz et al., 2020)
and Efficient NLP (Arase et al., 2021). Recent
research found that Transformer-based textual en-
tailment models can provide more competitive per-
formance on dataless classification tasks (Yin et al.,
2019; Chu et al., 2020) which is similar to weakly-
surpervised text classification. In principle, such
models only need to be trained once and can be
applied to any classification tasks. However, it is
not only difficult to adapt such models to a specific
corpus, but also inefficient to run them at predic-
tion time. That is, one has to run the entailment
model k times to classify one document into k cat-
egories. The prediction speed slows down as more
categories (larger k) are considered in a task.

In this paper, we propose FastClass, a time-
efficient weakly-supervised text classification
model which constructs a classification model by
selecting a optimal subset of retrieved documents
to solve the above problems. FastClass has three
steps: (1) extracting seed unlabeled documents
with high semantic similarity to the original class
descriptions; (2) using seed documents as queries
to obtain pseudo-labeled documents from external
corpus. (3) selecting an optimal subset of pseudo-
labels using the maximum entropy principle.

Our main contributions are as follows:

• We propose an efficient weakly-surpersived
text classification method that selects a docu-
ment subset returned by dense retrieval mod-
els as pseudo-labels for classifier training.

• Compared to keyword-driven weakly-
supervised methods, our method is less
sensitive to class descriptions and does
not heavily rely on high-quality category
descriptions.

• Extensive empirical experiments show that
our method has higher accuracy and faster
training speed in most cases, and the scale of

task data does not have a significant impact
on training time and model performance.

2 Related Work

We discuss related work from three perspectives:
zero-shot text classification, dataless text classifica-
tion, and weakly-supervised text classification.

2.1 Zero-Shot Text Classification

Zero-shot text classification divides classes into
seen classes with annotated data and unseen classes
without any labeled data. Since no labeled data is
available for unseen classes during training, the
general idea of zero-shot learning is to transfer
knowledge from seen classes to unseen classes.

The mainstream zero-shot text classification
method is to exploit semantic knowledge to gen-
erally infer the features of unseen classes using
patterns learned from seen classes. Three main
types of semantic knowledge have been employed
in general zero-shot scenarios, including seman-
tic attributes and properties of classes (Liu et al.,
2019a; Xia et al., 2018; Pushp and Srivastava,
2017), correlations among classes (Rios and Kavu-
luru, 2018; Zhang et al., 2019), semantic word em-
beddings which capture implicit relationships be-
tween classes and documents (Nam et al., 2016).
Besides, Ye et al. explored reinforcement learning
framework to tackle zero-shot task.

2.2 Dataless Text Classification

Dataless text classification (Chang et al., 2008)
aims to classify text using a given set of class
descriptions and no labeled data for training a
model. These methods have two broad categories:
classification-based (Song and Roth, 2014; Yin
et al., 2019; Chu et al., 2020) and clustering-
based (Li et al., 2018; Li and Yang, 2018).

In previous works, dataless text classification
also has many slightly different setups. For ex-
ample, in zero-shot text classification, Yin et al.
proposed “label-fully-unseen” setting which di-
rectly computes document-label relatedness with a
sentence-pair BERT model. The model is trained
with large-scale texts naturally tagged with cat-
egory information, such as Wikipedia. NAT-
CAT (Chu et al., 2020) combines various publicly
available online corpora that come with natural cat-
egories, and trains a BERT (Devlin et al., 2018)
or RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019b)model to discrimi-
nate correct versus incorrect categories for a given



document. These methods create pseudo-labeled
data from external resources to train a universal
textual entailment model that can be applied to a
wide spectrum of classification tasks.

2.3 Weakly-superivised Text Classification

It is easy to confuse “dataless text classification”
with “zero-shot text classification” (Wang et al.,
2019; Ye et al., 2020) and “weakly-supervised text
classification” (Meng et al., 2019, 2020). Zero-
shot text classification may still provide labeled
data for part of the categories (label-partially-seen
(Yin et al., 2019)), while dataless text classification
can be applied to any text classification task with a
given set of label descriptions by building a general
text classifier. Weakly-supervised text classifica-
tion assumes a large amount of unlabeled data and
label descriptions are available for training.

Most previous works on weakly-supervised text
classification are keyword-driven methods. These
methods generate pseudo-labeled data by counting
class-relevant keywords in unlabeled documents
and then train a supervised model. Among them,
WeSTClass (Meng et al., 2018) utilizes a self-
training module which bootstraps on unlabeled data
for model refinement. WeSHClass (Meng et al.,
2019) extends WeSTClass to hierarchical labels.
LOTClass (Meng et al., 2020) uses label names
as initial keywords and augments the keywords
with BERT’s MLM module. ConWea (Mekala and
Shang, 2020) disambiguates polysemy keywords
based on contextualized corpus. X-Class (Wang
et al., 2021) constructs pseudo-labeled document
by estimating class-oriented document representa-
tion and document clustering. ClassKG (Zhang
et al., 2021) improves the quality of pseudo-labels
by applying GNN to a keyword graph to exploit
keyword correlation.

3 Proposed Methods

In this section, we describe our proposed method
FastClass for weakly-supervised text classifica-
tion. We formulate the problem as follows.
We are given a set of class descriptions D =
{d1, · · · , dj , · · · , dk}, each is a piece of short text
(one or more words) describing a semantic class j
in the label space Y = {1, · · · , k}. We are given
a set of unlabeled documents X in the task do-
main. As a natural scenario in practice, we also
have access to vast amounts of external unlabeled
documents U , |U | >> |X|. These external docu-

ments may come from Wikipedia, news corpora,
and online social media, which may or may not
share the same domain as the classification task in
question. Our goal is to correctly assign label(s)
from Y to (a subset of) unlabeled documents in U
as pseudo-labeled training data.

At a high level, our proposed method uses class
descriptions in D to obtain task-specific documents
that are highly similar to class descriptions from X
and uses these task-specific documents as queries
to retrieve pseudo-labeled documents from exter-
nal unlabeled data U . Then we select the optimal
subset of these pseudo-labeled documents to train a
classifier. The general FastClass framework is pre-
sented in Figure 1. Below we describe our method
in detail.

3.1 Dense Text Representation and Indexing
As a preparation step, we use a sentence represen-
tation model to convert all texts (class descriptions,
task-specific unlabeled documents, and external un-
labeled documents) into dense vectors in a semantic
space. In principle, any dense text representation
techniques can be used. We choose to use Sentence-
BERT (SBERT) (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) as
it is proven to deliver good performance in various
sentence-pair modeling and information retrieval
tasks (Thakur et al., 2021).

Once these texts are converted into dense vectors,
we build approximate nearest neighbor (ANN) in-
dices for task-specific unlabeled documents and ex-
ternal documents to enable fast document retrieval.
In principle, any ANN search techniques can be
used. We choose to use FAISS (Johnson et al.,
2017) for efficient similarity search with cosine
similarity as the vector similarity metric. We also
tested other metrics such as Euclidean distance but
found negligible performance difference.

3.2 Class-Relevant Document Retrieval
The first step of our method is to retrieve a pool
of potentially relevant documents for each class, a
subset of which are pseudo-labeled in the next step.

We retrieve pseudo-labeled documents from ex-
ternal data with a task-specific focus. The idea is to
enrich a class description with task-specific data be-
fore retrieving from external documents. For each
class j, we first obtain a “seed set” of documents
Sj . We use each class description as a search query
to retrieve documents from task-specific unlabeled
data. For class j ∈ Y , we rank documents in the
unlabeled data X by their semantic similarity to
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Figure 1: An overview of the FastClass approach. We first get dense representations of unlabeled documents, class
descriptions and external documents (Section 3.1). Then we obtain task-specific seed documents from unlabeled
documents and use them as queries to retrieve pseudo-labeled documents from external documents (Section 3.2).
Lastly, we select the optimal subset of these pseudo-labeled documents based on entropy maximization strategy
(Section 3.3). Different colors represent different origins of data.

the class description dj and take the most similar
c documents Sj = {xi}ci=1. Here, semantic sim-
ilarity is computed using the vectors produced in
Section 3.1. Then we use Sj to further retrieve
external documents by treating each x ∈ Sj as a
query to retrieve its n nearest neighbors Γ(x) from
external data. However, these documents may be
close to a seed document because they share words
unrelated to the theme of the class. To filter such
noise, we preserve documents that appear in at
least two seed documents’ nearest neighborhoods.
This gives class-relevant documents for class j:
Rj = {e|∃x1, x2 ∈ Sj , e ∈ Γ(x1) ∧ e ∈ Γ(x2)}.
The hope is that Rj contains external documents
that are semantically relevant and stylistically simi-
lar to task-specific unlabeled data.

3.3 Pseudo-Labeled Subset Selection

Subset diversification. We select a subset Lj ⊂
Rj of size m to be pseudo-labeled as class j. The
motivation is that documents retrieved from exter-
nal data sources may contain (near-)duplicates. For
example, many news outlets may cover the same
story. Duplicated documents may lead to overfit-
ting as they give too much emphasis on a few doc-
uments and reduce the overall diversity of pseudo-
labeled training data. Indeed, previous works have
shown that diverse training data improves learning
performance (Wei et al., 2015). Here we apply
facility location function to quantify the diversity
of a subset. The facility location function of any
subset Lj ⊂ Rj is defined as

g(Lj) =
∑
x∈Rj

max
e∈Lj

s(x, e) . (1)

Here s(·, ·) is the cosine similarity between two
dense document vectors. Intuitively, g(Lj) com-
putes the total cost for every element x ∈ Rj to
be “covered” by the most similar element e ∈ Lj .
In our context, this translates into how well the
subset Lj preserves the content of the larger set Rj .
Although finding the optimal subset Lj that maxi-
mizes the submodular function g(Lj) is NP-hard,
a greedy algorithm gives an approximately optimal
solution (Nemhauser et al., 1978). The algorithm
sequentially adds the next element x to Lj with
the maximum marginal gain g(Lj ∪ {x})− g(Lj),
until Lj reaches the desired size m.

A challenging problem remains: how many
documents to retrieve and assign pseudo-labels
(namely, how to set n and m)? More generally,
what is the optimal subset of retrieved documents
that, if pseudo-labeled, will train a good classifier?
Note that we cannot tune subset selection proce-
dures on labeled data as such data is unavailable
in a weakly-supervised setting! To address this
problem, we propose a novel unsupervised subset
selection procedure as follows.

Entropy maximization. We now determine the
subset selection parameters θ = {n,m}. θ deter-
mines the pseudo-labeled set Lj for class j, which
determines the full pseudo-labeled set ∪k

j=1Lj ,
which in turn trains a classifier f : X → Y . Be-
low we use fθ to emphasize that f depends on θ.
Once trained, fθ induces a distribution over the
label space Y when applied to the task-specific
unlabeled data X: ∀y ∈ Y ,

p(y|X, fθ) =

∑
x∈X 1{fθ(x) = y}

|X|
. (2)

According to the maximum entropy principle
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(Jaynes, 1957), the distribution with maximum en-
tropy shall be preferred since we have no labeled
data as evidence to prefer any other distribution.
Following this principle, we seek for θ that maxi-
mizes the fθ-induced classification entropy:

H(θ) =
∑
y∈Y

−p(y|X, fθ) log p(y|X, fθ) . (3)

Empirically, H(θ) correlates well (but not per-
fectly) with true performance of fθ on labeled data
even though it is an unsupervised metric (Appendix
C), a phenomenon first observed in (Baram et al.,
2004). As H(θ) is non-differentiable with respect
to θ, we resort to grid search. It is sufficient to use
a coarse grid to find sensible θ values (Section 4.3).

3.4 Handling the Other Class

In some classification tasks, we have clearly de-
fined categories and an Other category, such as an
“other topic” category in topic classification or a “no
emotion” category in emotion classification. We
call clearly defined (non-Other) categories named
classes. Using “other topic” or “no emotion” liter-
ally as the search query to retrieve pseudo-labeled
documents is problematic because the Other class
is to be interpreted with respect to named classes.

The general idea is to pseudo-label documents
that are far from any named class as the Other class.
Without loss of generality, let the named classes be
numbered from 1 to k − 1 and the Other class be
class k.

We first select Other documents Lk from task-
specific unlabeled data O = X\ ∪k−1

j=1 Lj . Our
goal is to find a subset Lk ⊂ O with size c that is
farthest from the descriptions of all named classes
D\{dk}. We seek for the subset that minimizes the
following function:

h(Lk) =
∑
x∈Lk

max
e∈D\{dk}

s(x, e) . (4)

This function is modular and can be efficiently min-
imized by selecting c documents that have small-
est maxk−1

j=1 s(dj , x) values from O (Figure 2 left).
This turns Other into another named class. We then
retrieve and select pseudo-labels from external data
using the same procedure described in Sections 3.2
and 3.3 (Figure 2 right).

4 Experimental Evaluation

4.1 External Document Repository

To cover various task domains, we combine five
large-scale datasets as the external document repos-
itory. These datasets are freely available and fre-
quently used in previous works as external re-
sources. We keep these documents short (e.g. titles)
as SBERT is well-trained on sentence pairs. We
build a single index for all the external documents.

Microsoft News Dataset (MIND) (Wu et al.,
2020) is collected from anonymized behavior logs
of Microsoft News website. Multi-Domain Senti-
ment Dataset (MDSD) (Blitzer et al., 2007) con-
tains product reviews for many product categories
in Amazon. Wikipedia-500K (Bhatia et al., 2016)
has over a million curator-generated category labels
and each article often has more than one relevant
labels. We select the first sentence of each article.
RealNews (Zellers et al., 2019) is a large news cor-
pus from Common Crawl. We randomly sample
2M titles from these 32M news. S2ORC (Lo et al.,
2020) is a general corpus of scientific literature.
We randomly select 100k papers from all 20 re-
search fields and extract their titles. The statistics
of datasets are shown in Table 1.

4.2 Evaluation Datasets

We choose 9 text classification tasks in our exper-
iments. Note that we only use the original class
descriptions (see Appendix A).

Yahoo (Zhang et al., 2015) consists of 10 cat-
egories of questions in online forums. 20News-



Dataset #Docs #Words/doc
MIND 285,875 10.7
MDSD 821,249 137.5
Wikipedia 1,779,881 22.9
RealNews 2,000,000 9.6
S2ORC 2,000,000 10.9

Table 1: Statistics of external document datasets.

group (Lang, 1995) is a collection of 20 topic news-
group documents. AGnews (Zhang et al., 2015)
contains 4 topical categories of news tities. DB-
Pedia (Lehmann et al., 2015) contains titles, de-
scriptions, and associated categories from DBpedia.
Yelp (Zhang et al., 2015) is for sentiment analysis
in Yelp reviews. Emotion (Oberländer and Klinger,
2018) was constructed by combining multiple pub-
lic datasets where documents have emotion labels.
Amazon (Zhang et al., 2015) is a binary sentiment
classification dataset. SST (Socher et al., 2013)
is a corpus extracted from movie reviews. Situa-
tion (Zhang et al., 2015) is a event-type classifica-
tion dataset originally designed for low-resource
situation detection. The statistics of datasets are
shown in Table 2.

Dataset #Classes #train #test

Yahoo 10 1300k 100k
AGnews 4 120k 7,600
20News 20 11,015 7,318
DBPedia 14 560k 70k
Yelp 2 560k 38k
Emotion 10 34,667 16k
Amazon 2 3600k 400k
SST-B 2 67,349 1,821
Situation 12 4,921 3,495

Table 2: Statistics of evaluation datasets.

4.3 Compared Methods
We include two state-of-the-art methods for data-
less text classification and three weakly-supervised
text classification methods:

Dataless text classification. Label-fully-unseen
0SHOT-TC (Yin et al., 2019) pushes “zero-shot
learning” to the extreme – no annotated data for any
labels. It aims to classify documents without see-
ing any task-specific training data. NATCAT (Chu
et al., 2020) proposed to use large-scale, naturally

annotated data to train robust entailment-based text
classification models. These two methods both use
readily available resources to train textual entail-
ment models that can robustly handle a wide range
of text classification tasks.

Weakly-supervised text classification. LOT-
Class (Meng et al., 2020) utilizes pre-trained LM
to collect category-indicative words and general-
izes the model via document level self-training on
abundant unlabeled data. X-Class (Wang et al.,
2021) estimates class-oriented document represen-
tations based on pre-trained language models from
a representation learning perspective, and then se-
lects high-confidence clustered examples to form a
pseudo-training set. ClassKG (Zhang et al., 2021)
designs a new pretext task based on the keyword
graph to learn better representations of keyword
subgraphs, with which the accuracy of pseudo-label
generation is improved, and thus improves classifi-
cation performance.

4.4 Experimental Settings

Below, we summarize the implementation details
that are key for reproducing results.

We use “paraphrase-MiniLM-L6-v2” as the base
model for SBERT to obtain the sentence embed-
dings and the dimension of embedding vectors is
384. FAISS is used to retrieve external documents
which works with inner product to compute cosine
similarity. The number of clusters is set to 512
and 3 clusters are explored at search time. We im-
plemented facility location subset selection using
the Apricot library (Schreiber et al., 2020), which
provides cosine as a similarity measure and a lazy
greedy optimizer as a solver.

In our pilot study, we experimented with three
approaches (Annoy, HNSWlib and FAISS) to build-
ing the approximate nearest neighbor index in the
initial experimental phase. There was no substan-
tial difference in their performance, so we chose
FAISS which enjoys the fastest speed.

When retrieving seed documents, we set c =
.1 × |X|/k to avoid too few pseudo-labels or too
many inaccurate pseudo-labels per class. As a
weakly supervised method, FastClass can directly
operate on unlabeled documents without distin-
guishing training vs. test sets provided by a task.
Therefore, we simply retrieve seed documents from
unlabeled (i.e., test) documents to select an appro-
priate number of seeds, which adapt to the data size
of the documents to be classified.



Method Yahoo AGnews 20News DBPedia Yelp Emotion Amazon SST Situation

0SHOT-TC 34.8 53.8 22.2 53.8 73.4 21.7 76.0 71.7 16.2
NATCAT 48.6 74.9 44.8 85.3 50.1 10.7 50.8 50.5 27.4

LOTClass 53.3 83.1 / 90.9 / / 51.2 49.6 /
X-Class 47.7 85.7 39.2 91.5 63.2 13.1 84.2 48.3 41.1
ClassKG 60.8 87.9 49.4 98.3 92.5 / 88.0 67.0 /
FastClass 61.9 85.1 55.4 92.4 87.9 28.0 89.1 84.5 39.2

SUPERVISED
RoBERTa 75.1 95.4 73.5 99.3 97.5 37.8 97.4 95.8 58.4

Table 3: Weakly-supervised text classification performance on nine datasets (%). The metrics are label-weighted
F1 for Emotion and Situation and accuracy for other tasks. Mentioned that “/” indicates the current model can not
obtain classification result of the current dataset. The best performance in each column is bold and second-best
performance is underlined.

Method Yahoo AGnews 20News DBPedia Yelp Emotion Amazon SST Situation

LOTClass 15h↓ 29m↓ / 5.5h↓ / / 15h↓ 13.5m↓ /
X-Class 32.5h↓ 75m↑ 0.5h↓ 8.3h↓ 14.3h↓ 24m↓ 62h↓ 35m↓ 8m↑
ClassKG 41.7h↓ 90m↑ 8.5h↓ 13.7h↑ 26.5h↑ / 133.5h↓ 54m↓ /
FastClass 1.7h 22m 1h 1.5h 40m 44m 3.5h 12m 33m

Table 4: Comparison of training time for weakly supervised methods. The arrow on the right shows the performance
of the current model compared to FastClass. “h”: hours; “m”: minutes. “/” has the same meaning as in Table 3.

To select pseudo-labeled subsets that have maxi-
mum classification entropy, we searched parame-
ters θ on the grids n = {100, 200, 300} and m =
{300, 500, 800}. The subset-induced RoBERTa-
base (110M parameters)(Liu et al., 2019b) classi-
fier that achieved the maximum entropy was used.
The optimizer is AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter,
2017), learning rate is 2e−5, training batch size is
32 and the number of training epochs is 4.

The training and evaluation of all methods are
performed on a NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090 GPU
with 24GB memory and an Intel Xeon Gold 6330
CPU with 14 cores and 80GB memory.

5 Results

In this section, we evaluate our proposed method
and compare it with baseline models for dataless
and weakly-supervised text classification. The com-
parison is not only in terms classification accuracy,
but also model efficiency.

5.1 Performance Across Datasets
Table 3 summarizes classification performance of
baseline methods and our pseudo-labeling method
FastClass combined with RoBERTa classifier. We
also show classification performance of FastClass

based on BERT classifier in Appendix Table 8. For
dataless methods, we report results of 0SHOT-TC
based on the official pre-trained model used MNLI
as training resource and our pre-trained NATCAT
based on RoBERTa using Wikipedia as training re-
source. For weakly-supervised methods, we report
results of our reproduction of LOTClass, X-Class,
and ClassKG. All baseline results are obtained by
ourselves based on the official codes. Besides, we
have stored our implementation as open source
code in our Github repository1.

We followed the metrics used in (Yin et al., 2019)
and chose label-weighted F1 as the metrics for un-
balanced datasets Emotion and Situation. For other
balanced datasets, we used accuracy. Note that
our method works on a weakly supervised setting,
where the data has only texts but no labels. Our ap-
proach to generating suitable pseudo-labels for un-
labeled texts is deterministic and does not involve
randomness. Performing k-fold cross validation
over pseudo-labels does not fit in our approach be-
cause classifier training is not the final step, but an
inner-loop step of the entropy maximization proce-
dure. So statistical significance tests are not applied

1https://github.com/xiatingyu/FastClass

https://github.com/xiatingyu/FastClass


in this work.
Here we make a special remark on the Situation

and Emotion datasets: they both contain the Other
class. For Situation this category is “out-of-domain”
and for Emotion it is “no emotion”. We handled
the Other classes using the approach in Section 3.4.

To compare all methods more fairly, we use a
unified training set, testing set and class descrip-
tions. Since ClassKG can achieve good results
after 3 iterations, in order to save time, we set the
number of iterations to 3. Note that we use origi-
nal class descriptions (e.g., “positive”, “negative”)
without rewriting them (e.g., as “good”, “bad”)
(see Appendix A). Therefore, the results of LOT-
Class, X-Class, and ClassKG are different from
those reported in the original papers on tasks Ama-
zon, Yelp, and 20News.

In addition, because LOTClass can not find
enough unlabeled documents containing class-
relevant keywords as pseudo-label data on some
tasks, some results are missing. For the datasets
Emotion and Situation, during the self-training pro-
cess of ClassKG, extreme predictions occurred, re-
sulting in no training data for some categories, and
the training process stopped.

Although our weakly supervised method does
not reach the best level, it shows good results on
the whole, especially for some datasets such as SST
e.g. which has a small amount of training data, our
method can well solve the problem of sparse data.
In addition, our method is not highly dependent on
labels, which only needs to use the original labels
to achieve good results.

5.2 Efficiency Comparison

Training Efficiency. We compare the training time
of different weakly supervised methods in Table
4. Our method FastClass does not achieve the best
results on all tasks, but FastClass can significantly
save training time. Taking the dataset DBpedia as
an example, the experimental results of ClassKG
are significantly higher than all other methods,
but its training time is more than 9 times that of
FastClass. Even for the small-scale dataset SST,
ClassKG takes about an hour to complete the train-
ing, but it cannot achieve the optimal results. For
large-scale datasets, the FastClass method achieves
relatively good results without sacrificing huge
training time. For small-scale datasets, FastClass
makes up for the problem of insufficient training
due to sparse training data. Figure 3 shows Fast-

Class can get competitive results using the least
amount of time.

Here we need to make a point that we did not
consider the computing time for sentence represen-
tation in Table 4, because it is a one-time, once-
and-for-all process. The sentence embedding pro-
cess for the entire external document repository
took less than an hour, and we provided the Python
pickle file of the embedding as part of the data
and code release for other researchers to use in our
Github repository.

Method Total Time Per Document

0SHOT-TC 2162.4s 22ms
NATCAT 1485.8s 15ms
FastClass 306.7s 3ms

Table 5: Total testing time on Yahoo using label-fully-
unseen 0SHOT-TC, NATCAT and FastClass. All meth-
ods used RoBERTa-base model.

Prediction efficiency. Compare with the com-
monly used entailment model which only need to
be trained once to be applied to any task in dataless
tasks. A big advantage of classification models over
entailment models is the prediction speed. Classifi-
cation models only need one forward pass to make
a prediction for k categories, whereas entailment
models need k forward passes. Table 5 compares
prediction time of entailment models and FastClass
on the Yahoo dataset (100,000 documents). Our
method is not only more accurate (Table 3) but also
5-7 times faster.

5.3 Ablation Studies
Seed sets: To study the benefit of using task-
specific unlabeled data as “seed sets”, we directly
construct a pseudo training set based on the similar-
ity between the class description and the external
documents. We call this variant FastClassexternal.
It directly uses the class descriptions as queries
to retrieve data from external data. For class j,
we retrieve n′ most relevant documents from ex-
ternal data with respect to the class description
dj , Rj = {xi}n

′
i=1. Then, we use the retrieved

external data for subset selection, which is consis-
tent with FastClass include subset diversification
and entropy maximization. The parameter θ is
n′ = {2m, 5m, 10m} and m = {300, 500, 800}.

Table 6 shows that instead of using task specific
data as retrieval queries, directly using class de-
scriptions for retrieval will affect the experimental
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Figure 3: Performance and efficiency comparison of weakly-supervised text classification models. Polyline:
Accuracy of different models. Histogram: training time for different models.

Method AGnews Dbpedia SST Yelp

FastClassexternal 72.7 84.9 80.1 87.9
FastClass 85.1 92.4 84.5 87.9

Table 6: Impact of seed sets on performance (%). The
best performance of each column is in bold.

results. Although there is a semantic gap between
task data and class descriptions, task data can rep-
resent the textual features of specific task, such as
text style, which is beneficial for retrieving seman-
tically related and stylistically similar documents.

Facility location function: To study the impact
of the facility location subset selection function on
the diversity of pseudo-labeled documents, we con-
duct an ablation experiment. We remove the facility
location function and directly select m documents
based on the similarity score between external doc-
uments and seed documents. The other steps are
consistent with FastClass, i.e., it also uses maxi-
mum entropy to select the optimal subset. The com-
parison results are shown in Table 7. We selected
four representative tasks: AGnews, DBpedia, Yelp,
and SST. The results confirmed our hypothesis:
facility location subset selection helped improve
model performance in most cases by choosing a
more diverse data subset.

Method AGnews Dbpedia SST Yelp

FastClasswo 84.7 90.3 80.4 83.1
FastClass 85.1 92.4 84.5 87.9

Table 7: Impact of the facility location subset selection
on model performance (%). The best performance of
each column is in bold. FastClasswo: FastClass without
facility location subset selection.

6 Conclusion

We proposed a weakly-supervised text classifica-
tion method FastClass which selects a document
subset returned by dense retrieval models for clas-
sifier training. Compared to keyword-driven meth-
ods, since our approach no longer needs to expand
each class description into a set of class-specific
keywords, it is less reliant on initial class descrip-
tions. Extensive experiments show that the pro-
posed method is able to achieve competitive classi-
fication performance which does not require high-
quality initial class descriptions and often saves
significant training time.
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Limitations

The limitations of our method are mainly the fol-
lowing. First, we propose a practically efficient
approach without using sophisticated architecture,
so the technical approach is relatively simple. Sec-
ond, the performance of FastClass is competitive
on all tasks but only achieves the best results on
some tasks.
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A Class Descriptions in Evaluation
Datasets

We list the class descriptions of the datasets we
used for evaluation as follows. These texts are used
as to compute SBERT vector representations.

Yahoo: Society and Culture; Science and Math-
ematics; Health, Education and Reference; Com-
puters and Internet; Sports; Business and Finance;
Entertainment and Music; Family and Relation-
ships; Politics and Government.

AGnews: politics; sports; business; technology.
20Newsgroup: atheist atheism; computer graph-

ics; computer OS microsoft windows miscella-
neous; computer system IBM PC hardware; com-
puter system Mac hardware; computer windows;
miscellaneous for sale; recreational automobile;
recreational motorcycles; recreational sport base-
ball; recreational sport hockey; science cryptog-
raphy; science electronics; science medicine; sci-
ence space; society religion christian; talk politics
guns; talk politics middle East; talk politics miscel-
laneous; talk religion miscellaneous.

DBPedia: Company; Educational Institution;
Artist; Athlete; Office Holder; Mean Of Transporta-
tion; Building; Natural Place; Village; Animal;
Plant; Album; Film; Written Work.

Yelp: positive; negative.
Amazon: positive; negative.
SST-B: positive; negative.
Emotion: anger; sadness; surprise; love; fear;

disgust; guilt; shame; joy; no emotion.
Situation: utilities energy or sanitation; water

supply; search/rescue; medical assistance; infras-
tructure; shelter; evacuation; regime change; food
supply; crime violence; terrorism; out-of-domain.

B BERT-based Classifier Performance

We have reported the results based on RoBERTa as
our main result. Here we show the classification
performance based on BERT classifier in Table 8.
In most cases, we found that the performance of
RoBERTa model is better than BERT. This may be
because compared with BERT’s use of Wikipedia
and books the training data of RoBERTa comes
from web text which is more diverse.

C Relation Between Entropy and
Accuracy

In order to verify the relationship between entropy
and classification accuracy, we compared the trends

of entropy and predicate accuracy under different
parameter settings. Figure 4 shows the relation
between the entropy and accuracy in evaluation
datasets. From Figure 4 we can see that with differ-
ent parameters, the trends of entropy and accuracy
are often (but not perfectly) correlated. It shows
that the empirical classification entropy on unla-
beled data is an effective unsupervised metric to
guide the selection of pseudo-labeled subset.



Method Yahoo AGnews 20News DBPedia Yelp Emotion Amazon SST Situation

FastClassBert 60.8 83.9 53.9 92.8 86.7 26.8 84.1 81.8 38.0
FastClassRoBerta 61.9 85.1 55.4 92.4 87.9 28.0 89.1 84.5 39.2

Table 8: Weakly-supervised text classification performance in nine datasets (%) based on BERT and RoBERTa
classifier.
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Figure 4: Relation between entropy and accuracy.


